This is the performance you need!

-Guaranteed to OUT DRAW all sanders and edgers
-Runs up to 4 machines.*
-Total 1200 cfm available from motors, 582 cfm usable at hose end.
-120” waterlift capable.
-220v 26 amps 5,720w 60hz.
-Large 60+ sq ft Pre Filter, 7-11 Micron, Sand MORE.
-Large long lasting removable Certified 1500cfm Hepa Filter, 1’x1’x2’
-Uses 4mil plastic bags to collect dust.
-4” piping to cyclone allows best in class air flow! -Comes with 110 ft of flexible hoses, accessories, and adapters
to fit your machines.
-Can operate sanders 125 ft away (with 4” 50ft optional feed hose
keep the same CFM at hose end).
-Wireless Remote control on/off.
-Included 220 volt power cord/splitter runs sander and DCS
75ft 8/3 feed wire 50amp circuit breaker.
-Dust barrel rolls on its own wheels to empty and attaches to the
system to roll easily with cabinet assembled.
-Exhaust waste air outside using optional 4” stretch hose, creates
negative air pressure in the room! Stops swirling dust.
-Greatly increases sanding efficiency.
-Weight of system (208 lbs) Separates into two 100 lb pieces.
-Portable - Modular - comes apart into 5 pieces.
-Steel dust container for fire protection.
-Fits through 28” Doorway.

HEPA FILTER

For dust collection systems to work eficiently they
need to out draw the vacuum on the sander. Most
sanders output about 240 cfm and edgers about 160
cfm. So minimum 400 cfm is needed. This takes
power and this is why we draw up to 26amps.

Made in USA

With included adapter you can make one
connection to a 50 amp breaker to run both
the system and your sander!

Performance Matters US Sander LLC

GO DUSTLESS

The power of a trailer in a
portable.

Have 10 sq ft?
It will Fit!

Use with or
without plastic
collection bag

For more information

(866)-877-2637
www.ussander.com
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